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W362 Outlast Seat 8”, W363 Outlast Seat 10”
W364 Outlast Seat 12”, W372 Outlast Bench 8”
W373 Outlast Bench 10”, W374 Outlast Bench 12”

Recommended Use
The Outlast Benches and Seats support many
outdoor activities including seating and work
surfaces, dramatic and loose parts play. Seats
and Benches are wide and stable. Detached
from the tables, they promote open ended play
and unlimited arrangements. Handles in the
center of the tops enable easy hauling. Use
the sturdy benches and seats almost anywhere
outdoors: at a picnic table, circled up for group
gatherings, as balance beams, or for large
muscle play. Available in Toddler, Pre-School,
and Kindergarten heights.

WARNING
ccThis product is intended for use by children of
immature judgment, therefore supervision is
required at all times.
ccBenches and seats are not designed to stack or
nest.

CAUTION
ccBenches and seats are heavy. Encourage cooperation to prevent injury.
ccAdults are responsible to prevent Outlast
Benches and Seats from being employed by
children in unsafe combinations with other
components.

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
United States
PO Box 2
Ulster Park, NY 12487
Office hours: 9-5 EST
Phone (800) 777-4244
Fax (800) 336-5948
(845) 572-3468
www.CommunityPlaythings.com
Sales@CommunityPlaythings.com

ccTo prevent injury, caregivers and staff must familiarize themselves with these materials before
giving children access to them.

Assembly
Benches and Seats come fully assembled.
If your shipment is incomplete, please call
Customer Service.

Maintenance
Acetylated wood weathers a natural silver grey if left
untreated outdoors.
If you prefer the original look, scrub with a bleach
or detergent solution. When dry, apply a tinted,
nontoxic penetrating stain, then apply a nontoxic
mildewcide to minimize mildew growth.
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Periodically inspect for splinters, broken or loose
parts, and/or malfunctions. Remove from service
when any condition develops that might make
operation unsafe.

Cleaning
Mud and dirt can be removed with scrub brush and
water. Over time outdoors, surfaces may blacken
with mildew. Remove with detergent or a bleach
solution.

Construction
The wooden components are manufactured from
long lasting acetylated wood and finished with a
water based stain. All edges and corners are rounded
for safety and ease of cleaning.
End grain is protected by plastic guards. Stainless
steel hardware is used throughout and plastic components are formulated to ensure long life in outdoor
environments.

User Modifications
We are not responsible for modifications made by
customers to our products in the field without our
supervision, testing, or evaluation.

Ordering Parts
To order replacement parts, contact Customer Service with a description of the part(s) needed and the
ID Code from the product.
Use only replacement parts supplied by
Community Playthings.

